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COMPACTNESS PROPERTIES OF

TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS

BY

S. P. WANGC)

Abstract. In a paper of R. Baer and later in a paper of B. H. Neumann, finiteness

properties of groups have been studied. In the present paper, we develop their analo-

gous notions in topological groups and even sharpen some of their results.

In [1] R. Baer has studied the finiteness properties of groups and in [8] B. H.

Neumann has studied groups with finite classes of conjugate elements. It is the

aim of this paper to study the analogous notions in topological groups. We have

generalized and sharpened some of the results in [1], [8], [10]. Some structure

theorems of topological groups are presented.

Notations. Let G be a topological group. An element x of G is called periodic

if x is contained in a compact subgroup of G. We denote by P(G) the set of all

periodic elements of G. An element x of G is called conjugate-bounded if the

conjugacy class {gxg'1 : g e G} has compact closure. We shall write 7*XG) for the

set of all conjugate-bounded elements of G. Clearly F(G) is a characteristic sub-

group of G and in general P(G) is not a subgroup of G. A topological group is

called a FC-group if G=F(G). Given subsets X and Y, we write C(X, Y) for the

subset {xyx'1 : x e X, y e Y}; in particular for any xeG, C(G, {x}) is just the

conjugacy class containing x.

1. Groups with compact-open subgroups. In this section, we shall establish

some properties of topological groups with compact-open subgroups. Let G be a

topological group and K be a compact-open subgroup of G.

Theorem 1.1. Let G, K be described as above and A be a subset of P(G) with

compact closure. If A satisfies the conditions e e C(A, A)cA=A~1 and AK=KA,

then we have the following:

(i) There is a finite subset {ax, ..., an} of A with

{ax, ..., an}K = K{ax, ...,an} = AK= KA.

(ii) There exists a positive integer m with a™ e 7C (/'= 1, ...,«).
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(iii) ASK is a group, for s^n'm—l); in particular the subgroup generated by A

has compact closure.

Proof, (i) Since K is an open subgroup, AK is both open and closed. Hence

AK=AK is compact and (i) follows easily.

(ii) Since {ay, ..., an} is contained in P(G) and K is an open subgroup of G, the

existence of such positive integer m is immediate.

(iii) By assumption, ee A = A'1; hence the subgroup <[A} generated by A is the

union of the subsets As (s = 1, 2, ...). Clearly by assumption, (AK)~1=K~1A~1 =

KA = AK and the group (AK} generated by AK is (A}K. Hence it suffices to verify

<[A)czAsK for s^n(m-1). Let x be any element of (A) and A be the smallest posi-

tive integer mthxeAÁK. Suppose that X>n(m- 1). From (i), AxK={uy, ..., an}ÁK

and thus x has the expression

(1.2) x = by ■ -b/Jc,

where k g A" and b¡ e {ay, ..., an} (1 ̂ y'á A). As A3: l+«(m- 1), there is one index

i such that a¡ appears among by, ..., bK at least m times. For C(/l, A)^A, by

bringing the term ¿z¡ together in (1.2) through conjugation, we obtain

(1.3) x = by-bl-yafcl---cx.mk,

where c¡eA {t^j^X—m). By our choice of m, at e K Since AK=KA, we can

rewrite (1.3) in the form

(1.4) x = by-bt.ydt---dK.mk',

where k' e K and d¡e A (i^y'^A —m). Hence xeAK~mK which contradicts our

choice of A. Therefore X^nim— 1) and <[AycAsK for s^nim— 1). Now the other

assertion follows easily and the proof is completed.

As an immediate consequence of the theorem, we have the following corollary

due to Usakov.

Corollary 1.5 (Usakov [10]). Let G be a topological group and B a normal

subset of PiG) with compact closure. If G has a compact-open subgroup, then the

group ([B} generated by B is a normal subgroup of G with compact closure.

Proof. Let A = BKJ B'1 V {e}. Clearly A satisfies all the conditions of the

preceding theorem. By (iii), <[A} = <[B} has compact closure.

Remark. As we shall prove later, the assumption of the existence of compact-

open subgroups in the preceding corollary can be dropped for locally compact

groups. However the general case depends heavily on this special case and the

structure of FC-groups.

Corollary 1.6 [8]. Let G be a group and ZiG) its center. If the index [G:ZiG)]

is finite, then [G, G] is finite.
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Proof. Let D be a divisible abelian group containing Z(G) and let the following

diagram

Z(G) -*-> G

(1.7) [j

D->G

be the push-out of the maps /, j, where i, j are the inclusion maps of Z(G) into G

and D respectively. Clearly D is central in G and divisible, and G/D is isomorphic to

G/Z(G). Hence there are periodic elements xx, .. .,xninG mthG = D(xx, .. .,*„>.

With respect to discrete topology, G is an FC-group. Thus by Corollary 1.5, the

union of the conjugacy classes C(G, {x¿) (1 a/a«) is contained in a finite normal

subgroup of G. Hence (xx, ..., xn) is finite. Clearly <x1; ..., xn} is a normal

subgroup of G and G/<[xx, ... xn} £ D/(D n <x1; ..., x„» is abelian. Therefore

[G, G], contained in <xls ..., xn>, is finite.

Proposition 1.8. Lei G be a topological group with a maximal compact-open

subgroup. Then we have the following:

(i) P(G) n F(G) is a compact characteristic subgroup of G; more precisely

P(G) n F(G) is the intersection of all maximal compact-open subgroups ofG.

(ii) T^G) is closed and F(G) n P(G) is open in F(G).

(iii) F(G)/F(G) n P(G) is a discrete torsion free abelian group.

Proof. Let K be any maximal compact-open subgroup of G and x e P(G) n F(G).

By Corollary 1.5, x is contained in a compact normal subgroup N(x) of G. Clearly

KN(x) is a compact-open subgroup of G, hence N(x) <= K and T^G) n P(G) <= 7£.

Since K is arbitrary, T^G) n P(G) is contained in the intersection L of all maximal

compact-open subgroups of G. Since L is a compact normal subgroup of G, Z, is

contained in T^G) n P(G). Therefore (i) follows.

(ii) Clearly P(G) contains a compact-open subgroup of G. 7-"(G) n /"(G), con-

taining an open subgroup of F(G), is open and closed in T^G). It follows that

F(G) n 7>(G) = C1 (T^G) n T'(G)) is open in Cl (F(G)). Hence one concludes readily

7"(G) is closed in G.

(iii) From (ii), F(G) n P(G) is open in F(G). Hence the group F(G)/(F(G) n T'(G))

is discrete. Let G = F(G)/(F(G) n P(G)). Clearly F(G) = G. Let x be any element of

F(G) such that its image x in G is periodic. One sees easily x e P(G), hence G is

torsion free. Let a, ß be any two elements of G and 77 be the subgroup <<x, /3>.

Since 77 is discrete and F(77) = 77, both the centralizers ZH(u) and ZH(ß) of a and ß

in 77 respectively are of finite index in 77. Hence [77:Z(77)] is finite. By Corollary

1.6, [77, 77] is finite. As G is torsion free, [77, 77] = {e}. Since a, ß are arbitrary, G is

abelian. Therefore the proof is completed.

The condition in the preceding proposition is rather restricted. However, the

following proposition gives us a sufficient condition for a locally compact group

to have maximal compact-open subgroups.
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Proposition 1.9. Let G be a topological group with compact-open subgroups.

If G has a torsion free discrete subgroup Y such that G/Y is compact, then G has

maximal compact-open subgroups.

Proof. Let fibea Haar measure of G and A' be a compact-open subgroup of G.

Clearly p(G/Y) is finite and K n xrx_1 = {e} for all x g G. We write G as the dis-

joint union of the double cosets Ax¡r (i e I). Since p is unimodular(2), piG/Y)

= np(K) where n is the cardinal number of the index set I. From this n is finite.

Let K' be any compact subgroup of G containing K. Clearly p,(K') = p(K)- [A": A']

^p(G/Y) = np(K). It follows that [K':K]^n is bounded; in particular G has

maximal compact-open subgroups containing K.

Corollary 1.10. Let G and Y satisfy the conditions of Proposition 1.9. Then

(i) F(G) n P(G) is a compact characteristic subgroup of G. (ii) F(G) is closed in G.

(iii) F(G)/(F(G) n P(G)) is a discrete FC-group(3).

Proof. Immediate from Propositions 1.8 and 1.9.

2. Z-groups. Let G be a locally compact group and Z(G) be its center. G is

called a Z-group if G/Z(G) is compact. Z-groups have been studied very extensively

in [4]. Here we shall quote the structure theorem of Z-groups without proof.

Theorem 2.1 [4]. Let G be a Z-group. Then G is the direct product of a vector

group V (4) and a locally compact group H having a normal compact-open subgroup.

As the consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 1.6, we have the following

generalization of Corollary 1.6.

Corollary 2.2 Let G be a Z-group. Then [G, G] has compact closure.

In the following, we shall generalize Corollary 2.2 furthermore. The discrete

case is due to R. Baer.

Theorem 2.3. Let G be a locally compact group having compact-open subgroups

and L, M be closed normal subgroups of G. If the centralizers ZM(L) and ZL(M) of

L, M in M and L respectively satisfy the condition that M/ZM(L) and L/ZL(M) are

compact, then [L, M] has compact closure.

Proof. We shall prove the theorem in several steps.

(i) Let A = C(L, M) u C(M, L). Clearly e e A = A~1 and A is a compact normal

subset of G.

(ii) Let K be a compact-open subgroup of G. Clearly there are finite elements

ay, ..., an in A with {ay, ..., an}K=K{ay, ..., an} = KA = AK.

(2) See Lemma 5 in [9].

(3) This generalizes the result in [13].

(4) Fis a vector group if fis isomorphic to Ä", 0£h< oo.
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(iii) Since K n M is compact-open in M and L/ZL(M) is compact, there is a

compact-open subgroup Kx of K n M invariant under conjugations by elements

of L. Clearly ZM(L) is a normal subgroup of G and [M: ZM(L)KX] is finite. Thus

there is a positive integer m with af e ZM(L)KX (1 ̂ /'^«).

(iv) yls7< is a group for s^nm. Clearly (,AK} = (A}K, hence it suffices to show

that </4> is contained in ASK for s^nm. Let x be any element of {A} and A

the smallest positive integer with xeAAK. Assume that X>nm. From (ii),

AAK={ax, .. .,an}*K, hence x has the expression

(2.4) x = bx---bAk,

where k e K and 6y 6 {ax, ..., an} (I £j¿ A). Since X>nm, there is a¡ such that a¡

appears among {i^, ..., /3A} at least /w+1 times. By bringing the term a¡ together in

(2.4) through conjugation, we have

(2.5) x = bx-- -bt.xaT + 1Ct- •■CK.m.1k,

where C¡e A (t^j=X-m-l). By (iii) af = kxz with kx e Kx and z 6 ZM(L). Write

a¡ = [u, v] = uvu~1v~1, or [u, «], with ueL and veM. Hence we have in case

di=[u,v],

af + 1 = [u, v]m + 1 = [[u, v]m, u]u[u, vfvu't-v-1

= [kxz, u]u2[v, w-1]"1-1»-2!«2, v] e KxAm.

Clearly if at = [v, a], af + 1 e ^PaV It follows from (2.5) and (2.6) that x e A^K

for KX<=K and /47C=/C4. Thus we get a contradiction to our choice of A. Hence

we must have X^nm. Therefore ASK is a group for s^nm and one concludes

readily that [L, M] = (A} has compact closure.

Remark. When G is a Lie group, Theorem 2.3 can be sharpened to assert that

[L, M] is compact(5).

3. Some lemmas on linear Lie groups. Let GL («, C) (resp. gl («, C)) be the

group of all «x« nonsingular complex matrices (resp. the Lie algebra of all nx«

complex matrices). Clearly gl (n, C) is the Lie algebra of GL («, C) and the ex-

ponential map exp : gl («, C) -> GL («, C) is just the usual one. Let A be any

positive number. We denote by gl («, C; X) the set of all elements X in gl («, C)

such that the imaginary parts of all the eigenvalues of X lie in the open interval

( — A, A). Clearly gl (n, C; X) is open in gl («, C) and its closure is contained in any

gl («, C; p) with X<p. We write exp^ for the restriction of exp on gl (n, C; X) and

GL («, C; A) for exp (gl (n, C; X)). The following lemma is due to H.-C. Wang [11].

Lemma 3.1 [11]. Let X and Y be two elements of gl («, C; n). Then X= Y if and

only //exp X=exp Y.

As a consequence of Lemma 3.1, we have the following proposition.

(5) See Theorem 3.4 in [12].
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Proposition 3.2. The maps expK : gl (n, C; X) -> GL (n, C; X) are diffeomor-

phisms for 0 < A á -n.

Proof. Under the assumption 0< Aáw, by the preceding lemma expA is bijective

and C°°-differentiable. It is known [5] that the differential of the map exp at X is

given by
(dexp)x = (dLexpX)e-((l-e*iX)/ad X)

where£expx is the left translation Y-*■ (exp X) Y, Ye GL (n, C). Thus by a straight-

forward calculation one concludes that (d exp)x is bijective for X g gl (n, C; -n).

It follows then that expA is a diffeomorphism for 0 < A ̂  n.

Let G be any Lie subgroup of GL (n, C) and g its Lie algebra. Given any A > 0

we write gA, GA and expA for g n gl (n, C; A), exp (gA) and the restriction of exp on

gA respectively. From Proposition 3.2 the maps expA (0 < A ̂  v) are diffeomorphisms.

The following lemma is well known. For completeness, we give a proof.

Lemma 3.3. Let G be a subgroup ofGY(n, C). If the entries of all the elements

of G are bounded, then G is compact.

Proof. Let a: GL (n, C) -> gl («+1, C) be the map

a{X) = {o    detVI       *^">V-

Clearly a is an embedding and a(GL(n, C)) is closed in gl(« + l, C). From the

assumption a(G) is a bounded closed subset of gl (n +1, C). Hence a(G) is compact.

Since a is an embedding, it follows easily that G is compact.

4. FC-groups. Let G be a topological group. G is called an FC-group if

G = F(G). In this section, we shall determine the structure of FC locally compact

groups.

Proposition 4.1. Let G be a Lie subgroup of GL (n, C) and Ad : G -> Aut (g) be

the adjoint representation. If F(G) is dense in G, then Ad(G) has compact closure.

Proof. Clearly g^ is invariant under Ad (G) and Gni2 is a neighborhood of the

identity in G. Since F(G) is dense in G there are elements gy, ..., gn in G„/2 n F(G)

such that the elements Xi = log (g) ( 1 = z ̂  /t) form a basis of g over R. It is easy to

see that the closure of GL (n, C; ir/2) is contained in GL (n, C; X) with X>ir/2.

Hence it follows that the closure of G„/2 in GL (n, C) is contained in G„. Since exp„

is a diffeomorphism, we have that Cl (Ad (G)X¡) is homomorphic to Cl (C(G, g))

(1 áz'^n). By our choice, the latter is compact, hence Cl (Ad (G)X) is compact.

Thus with respect to the basis {Xy, ..., Xn}, the entries of all the elements of Ad (G)

are bounded. By Lemma 3.3, Ad (G) has compact closure.

Corollary 4.2. Let G be a linear Lie group with dense F(G). Then G°, the

identity component of G, is the direct product of a compact group K and a vector

group V; moreover G°/K is central in G/K.
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Proof. From Proposition 4.1, Ad (G) has compact closure. Hence G has arbitrary

small invariant neighborhoods of the identity. Therefore G° is the product of a

compact group K and a vector group V. Let G = G/K. Clearly we may assume that

G°= V and F(G) is dense in G. Let x e F(G) and cx be the map v -*■ xvx'1^1,

v e V. cx is a homomorphism and cx(V) is a vector subspace of V. Moreover

cx(V)<^xC(G, x"1). Since xC(G, x_1) has compact closure, we conclude that

cx(V)={e}, i.e., x centralizes V. As F(G) is dense, it follows that V= Ga/K^Z(G/K).

Lemma 4.3. Let G be a connected Lie group and Z(G) be its center. If the Lie

algebra of G/Z(G) is reductive^), then G is the product of a connected normal semi-

simple Lie subgroup S and the radical R(G) of G.

Proof. Let 7?(G) be the radical of G and 5 a maximal connected semisimple Lie

subgroup of G. From the assumption, given r e R(G), the map cr: j-> rar-1*"1,

je S, is a homomorphism from S into Z(G). Since S is semisimple, cr(S) = {e}.

Therefore ZG(S) => 7?(G) and S is normal. Then the lemma follows easily.

Proposition 4.4. Let G be a Lie group such that F(G) is dense in G. Then we have

the following.

(i) G° has a unique maximal compact subgroup K; moreover G°/K is a central

vector subgroup of G/K.

(ii) G = F(G).

Proof, (i) Let 77= G°. Clearly 77/Z(77) can be identified with Ad (77)c Aut (g).

By Corollary 4.2, H/Z(H) has a reductive Lie algebra, hence by the preceding

lemma, 77 is the product of a connected normal semisimple Lie subgroup S of H

and the radical R of 77. Passing over to S = S/Sr\ RzH/R, by Corollary 4.2,

S/Z(S) is semisimple and compact, thus 5 is compact. Similarly passing over to

R = R/S n RxH/S, by Corollary 4.2, R/Z(R) is abelian and hence R is nilpotent.

Given x e R, the map cx: y -> xyx~1y~1, y e R, is a homomorphism from R into

Z(7f). As Z(R) is a compactly generated abelian group, it has a unique maximal

compact subgroup T. If x e F(R), cx(R) has compact closure. Therefore cx(R)<=T

for x e F(R). Since F(R) is dense in R, it follows [R, R] c f. Clearly S n R, con-

tained in Z(S), is a finite group. Let Tbe the inverse image of Tin 7?. It follows that

T is compact and [7?, R]^T. Now let K=ST' where T is the maximal compact

subgroup of R. One sees easily that K is a compact normal subgroup of G° = 77

such that G°/K is a vector group. The other part of the assertion is similar to that

of Corollary 4.2.

(ii) From (i), G°^F(G) and hence G = F(G)G° = F(G).

(6) A Lie algebra g is reductive if g is the direct product of a semisimple Lie algebra and an

abelian Lie algebra.
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Theorem 4.5. Let G be a connected locally compact group. The following are

equivalent:

ii) FiG) is dense in G.

(ii) G = FiG).
(iii) G has a unique maximal compact subgroup K such that G/K is a vector group.

Proof, (iii) => (ii) => (i) are trivial.

(i) => (iii). Since G is a connected locally compact group, there is a normal

compact subgroup F of G such that G/L is a Lie group. Now (i) => (iii) follows

easily from Proposition 4.4.

A topological group G is called quasi-compact if G is the semidirect product of a

compact normal subset A of G and a discrete infinite cyclic subgroup Z of G.

We are now ready to present the structure theorem of FC locally compact groups.

Theorem 4.6. Let G be a locally compact group. Then G is a FC-group if and only

if the following conditions are held:

(i) G° has a unique maximal compact subgroup K of G°.

(ii) G°/K is a central vector subgroup of G/K.

(iii) For any xeG, there is a normal closed compact or quasi-compact subgroup

N with x e G°N.

Proof. (<=) By (i) and (ii), G0<=f(G). Since any closed normal compact or quasi-

compact subgroup of G is contained in FiG), x e G°N<^FiG).

(=>) (i) and (ii) follow from the same argument as that used in Proposition 4.4.

Hence it suffices to verify (iii). We shall prove this in several cases.

Case (a). G has compact-open subgroups. By Corollary 1.5, P(G) is a character-

istic open subgroup of G. Hence G/P(G) is a discrete FC-group without nontrivial

periodic elements. By the same argument as that used in Proposition 1.8 (iii),

G/P(G) is a torsion free abelian group. Let A' be a compact-open subgroup of G,

x g G and C(G, x) = {gxg~1 : g e G}. Clearly there is a finite subset {x1; ..., xn}

of C(G, x) with {xy, . ..,xn}K=K{xy, ..., xn} = C(G, x)K=KC(G, x). Since G/P(G)

is abelian, Xi = xA; = A;x where A¡, A¡ gF(G) (1 ú¡ún). By Corollary 1.5, there is a

compact normal subgroup M of G containing all the elements A¡, X[ (l^i^ri).

Let K' = MK By our choice of M, C(G, x)K' = xK' = K'x = K'C(G, x). Clearly the

subgroup <xA"> generated by xK' is either compact or quasi-compact. Now it

follows easily that the closure of <[C(G, x)> is a normal closed compact or quasi-

compact subgroup of G.

Case (b). G° is a central vector subgroup of G. Let G = G/G°, xeG and x be

its image in G. {CiG, x)> is contained in a normal closed compact or quasi-compact

subgroup F of G. Let F be the preimage of L in G. If L is compact, then F is the

direct product of G° and a compact group AT7). Clearly K is normal in G and

(7) See Theorem  1, Séminaire "Sophus Lie" de L'Ecole Normale Supérieure, 1954/55,

Exposé 20, Secrétariat mathématique, Paris, 1955.
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XG A'G0. Hence (iii) holds. If F is quasi-compact, L=LXA where Ly is the maximal

compact-open subgroup of F and A is a discrete infinite cyclic subgroup of L.

Let Ly be the inverse image of F, in G. Clearly Ly = Kx G° where A'is a compact

group(7). Now let y be any element of G such that its image y in G generates A.

K(j) is a closed quasi-compact subgroup of G. Since G/K is a FC-group, it

follows that for any g e G,

(4.7) gyg~l=ÁKG°)   iff gyg-^yiK).

Let Gy = {g:gyg-1=y(KG0)}. Clearly [G:GX]^2. If G^G, £<>>> is a normal

subgroup of G. If Gy^G, let g g G with gyg~1=y-1(KG°). Hence

(4.8) ot"1 = y-'viK),

for some r g G°. Let w g G° with w~2 = v. Then one shows readily g(yw)g~1

= (yw)'1(K) and h(yw)h~1 =yw(k), heGy. Hence K([yw} is a quasi-compact

closed normal subgroup of G. Clearly x g (K(yw})G°. Hence (iii) holds.

General case. Let K be the maximal compact subgroup of G°. Since by (ii) G°/K

is a central vector subgroup of G/K, (iii) follows then by Case (b). Hence the proof

is hereby completed.

5. Compact normal subgroups of G. In this section, we shall give a criterion for

a subset X of a locally compact group G to be contained in a compact normal

subgroup of G. First, we shall treat the following special case.

Proposition 5.1. Let G be a locally compact group such that the identity com-

ponent G° is a central vector subgroup. Let X be a normal subset ofP(G) with compact

closure. Then X is contained in a compact normal subgroup of G.

Proof. Let G = G/G° and X be the image of A" in G. By Corollary 1.5, X is con-

tained in a compact normal subgroup K of G. Let H be the inverse image of K

in G. Since G° is a central vector subgroup, H is the direct product of compact

group K and G°(7). Clearly X is contained in K. As K is the unique maximal com-

pact subgroup of H and H is normal in G, it follows readily that A' is a compact

normal subgroup of G.

Before we go to the general case, we shall discuss some interesting properties of

Lie groups needed later. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group. It is well

known that G is a product of connected closed normal simple Lie subgroups Gt

(1 ̂ i^n). G is called semisimple without compact factors if the factors G¡ (1 á/'á«)

are all noncompact.

Proposition 5.2 [3]. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group without com-

pact factors and a e Aut (G). If the set {ec(g)g~1 : g e G} has compact closure, then

a = e.

Proof. Let //=Aut (G). Clearly //° = Int (G) and [H:H°] is finite. Given g e G,

write wg for the inner automorphism x-^-gxg'1, xeG. Clearly ßwgß'1 = wMg),
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ge G, ßeAut(G). From assumption, {a(g)g~1 : ge G} has compact closure,

hence a e F(H). Let L be the identity component of the closure of F(H) in 77. From

Proposition 4.4, L has a unique maximal compact subgroup K with abelian L/K.

Since 77° is semisimple without compact factors and L is normal in 77°, we have

L = K={e}. It follows that F(77) centralizes 77° and the map ca: g -> a(g)g'1, geG,

is a homomorphism from G into Z(G). Since G is connected semisimple, ca(G) = {e},

i.e., a is the identity map of G.

5.3. Let G be a connected Lie group and 7?(G) its radical such that [R(G), R(G)]

is closed in G and torsion free. Let A be a subgroup of Aut (G) such that A and

the subsets {a(g)g~1 : geG} (aeA) have compact closures in Aut (G) and G

respectively.

Theorem. Let G and A be described as above and ZG(A) be the subset {g: a(g)=g

for all aeA} of G. Then the quotient G/ZG(A) is compact.

Proof. We shall prove the theorem in several steps.

(i) Let G be semisimple and ß:G-+G' be a surjective homomorphism with

discrete ker (ß) invariant under A. Let A' be the image of A in Aut (G'). Claim that

if G' and A' satisfy the conditions of the theorem, G/ZG(A) is compact. Clearly G

is the product of a connected compact normal subgroup K of G and a closed con-

nected normal semisimple Lie subgroup 77 without compact factors. From Proposi-

tion 5.2, the restriction of A' to ß(H) 's the set {lß(H)}- Hence it follows easily the

restriction of A to 77 is {lH}; in particular G/ZG(A) is compact.

(ii) G is solvable.

Since [G, G] is closed in G and torsion free, by induction on the length of the

lower central series of [G, G] one shows readily that ZG(A) contains [G, G]. More-

over if xeG, and aeA, then <xx=x([G, G]) means <xx = xz with ze [G, G]; it

follows that anx=x-zn («=1,2, ...). Since a e P(Aut (G)), the subset {anx : n

= 1,2, ...} = x{zn : «=1, ...} has compact closure in G. However [G, G] is

closed in G and torsion free, P([G, G]) = {e}. It follows that z = e, i.e., ax = x([G, G])

iff cex = x. Let G' = G/[G, G] and A' the image of A in Aut (G'). By what we have

just proved, G/ZG(A)%G'/ZG.(A'). Hence it suffices to show the assertion in case

that G is abelian. Since A has compact closure in Aut (G), G is the direct product of

a compact group K and a vector subgroup V invariant under A(e). It follows easily

2G(A)^ V and G/ZG(A) is compact.

(iii) General case. Since A has compact closure in Aut (G), G has a maximal

connected semisimple Lie subgroup S invariant under A(9). Clearly G = S R(G),

where R(G) is the radical of G. By (ii), R(G)/R(G) n ZG(A) is compact and by (i),

S/S n ZG(A) is compact. It follows then readily that G/ZG(A) is compact. Therefore

the proof is completed.

(8) This follows from the corresponding assertion in the Lie algebra of G.

(9) See [7, Corollary 5.2].
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Lemma 5.4. Let G be a connected locally compact group. Then G has a maximal

normal compact subgroup K such that the radical R of G/K has the property that

[R, R] is closed in G/K and torsion free.

Proof. It is well known that G has a compact normal subgroup L such that G/L

is a Lie group. Hence it suffices to show the lemma under the assumption that G is

a Lie group. Clearly by dimension argument, there is a maximal connected normal

compact subgroup M of G. Let K' be any compact normal subgroup containing

M. Since K'/M is discrete and normal in G/M,

K'/M^Z(G/M).

Z(G/M) is compactly generated, hence has a unique maximal compact subgroup

K of Z(G/M). Let K be the preimage of K in G. Clearly A- is a maximal compact

normal subgroup of G. Let 7? be the radical of G/K and /Vbe the maximal connected

normal nilpotent subgroup of 7?. It is known that #=> [7?, 7?] and any maximal

compact subgroup of N is central in G. Since K is the maximal compact normal

subgroup of G, P(N) = {e}. Clearly N is closed in G. Now the assertions about

[7?, R] follow immediately.

Theorem 5.5. Let G be a locally compact group and X be a normal subset ofP(G)

with compact closure. Then the group {Xs) generated by X is a normal subgroup of G

with compact closure.

Proof. Let K be the maximal compact normal subgroup of G° and G = G/K.

It is easy to see that without losing anything, we may assume further G = G/K.

Hence by Lemma 5.4, in the sequel, we assume that (*): (i) G° is a Lie group and

(ii) [7?(G°), 7?(G0)] is closed in G° and torsion free where 7?(G°) is the radical of G°.

Let a: G —> Aut (G°) be the map by assigning g to the restriction on G° of the inner

automorphism w„. Clearly F(C1 (a(F(G)))) => a(F(G)). Hence by Corollary 4.2, the

identity component L of Cl (a(F(G))) is the product of a compact group M and a

vector group V; moreover L/M is central in Cl (a(F(G)))/M. Now by Proposition

5.1, a(X) is contained in a compact normal subgroup of Cl (a(G)). Hence by

Theorem 5.3, G°/ZGo(X) is compact. Since X is normal in G, ZG°(X) is a normal

closed subgroup of G. Consider then the group G/ZG»(X). By Corollary 1.5, the

group (X}ZGo(X)/ZGo(X) has compact closure in G/ZGo(X). Let Gx = ZG(ZGo(X)).

Clearly Gx => X, and Gx is closed normal in G. It is easy to see that G? satisfies

the same assumption (*) made on G°. Repeating the argument, we conclude

Cl ((X) ■ ZGo(X))/ZGo(X) is compact. However ZGo(X)c ZGo(X) is central in Gx.

Hence by Theorem 2.1, Cl ((X) -ZGo(X)) is the direct product of a group M where

M contains compact-open normal subgroups and a vector group V. Clearly (X),

contained in M, has compact closure. Thus the theorem is hereby completed.

Corollary 5.6. Let G be a locally compact group. Then the subset F(G) n 7>(G)

ii the characteristic subgroup of G generated by all compact normal subgroups of G.

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5.5.
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Theorem 5.7. Let G be a locally compact group. Then every element of G is

contained in a compact normal subgroup of G if and only if G = F(G)=P(G).

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5.5.

6. Compactly generated groups. In this section, we shall study compactly

generated topological groups and a structure theorem of such nilpotent groups is

given.

Lemma 6.1. Let H be a subgroup of a locally compact group G. If H is compactly

generated, then its closure is also compactly generated.

Proof. Immediate.

Theorem 6.2. Let G be a compactly generated locally compact group, and H be

a closed subgroup. If G/H is compact, then H is compactly generated.

Proof. Clearly there is a symmetric compact subset A'of G such that A'generates

G and G = KH. Let L = K3 n H. Claim that F generates //. Let //0 = <F>. Since

G = KH, K2 = K2r\ KH<=K(K3 n H)^KH0. Hence K2H0<=KH0 and by induction

KnH0<=KH0 for all positive integers n. Since <[K} = G, G = KH0. It follows then that

//=// n KH0 = (H n K)H0 = H0 for H n K^L^H0.

Proposition 6.3. Let G be a locally compact group and Nbea compactly generated

normal subgroup of G such that N/N n Z'G) is compact. Then N<^F(G).

Proof. Since N/N n Z(G) is compact, NZ(G) is closed and NZ(G)/Z(G)xN/N

r\Z(G) is compact. From Corollary 2.2, [N, N] = [NZ(G), NZ(G)] has compact

closure in G. Hence we can assume that N is closed in G and abelian. Let K be the

maximal compact subgroup of N. Passing over to G/K, we may assume further

that N isa Lie group with A'0 isomorphic to a vector group. From the assumption,

N°/N° n Z'G), isomorphic to (N/N n Z(G))°, is compact and one concludes at

once N°<^Z(G). Hence N/N n Z(G), being discrete and compact, is a finite group.

Let xe N and g eG. Suppose that gxg'1 =x(Z(G)). Clearly gxg~1=x(Z(G) n N).

Now the map x" -> gxng~ 1x~n, ne Z, is a homomorphism from <x> into Z(G) n N.

Since N/N r\ Z'G) is finite and N n Z(G) is compactly generated, gxg=x(M),

where M is the maximal compact subgroup of N n Z(G). It follows then that

C(G, x) is contained in the union of finitely many cosets modulo M. Hence x g F(G).

The following theorem in the discrete case is due to Baer [1].

Theorem 6.4. Let G be a locally compact group and xeG. Let N(x) be the closure

of the subgroup (C(G, x)> in G and x be the image ofx in G/Z(G). If N'x) is com-

pactly generated and x is contained in a compact normal subgroup of G/Z(G), then

x e F'G).

Proof. Let H be the closure of N(x)Z(G) in G. By assumption, H/Z'G) is

compact. Let W be a compactly generated open subgroup of H. Clearly N(x) W
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is also a compactly generated open subgroup of 77; moreover N(x) W n N(x)Z(G)

= N(x)(N(x)W n Z(G)) is normal in G. Since N(x)Z(G) is dense in 77,

N(x)(N(x)Wn Z(G)) is dense in N(x)W. It follows that N(x)W is a normal sub-

group of G. Let N=N(x)W. Clearly N/N n Z(G) is compact. Hence by Proposition

6.3, the theorem follows.

In discrete case, it is well known that nilpotent groups with finite periodic

generating elements are finite. In topological groups, we have the following

analogy.

Thoerem 6.5. Let G be a nilpotent locally compact group. If G has a compact

subset K<^P(G) generating a dense subgroup of G, then G is compact.

Proof. Let G=C'(G)= ■ • • =>Cr(G)gCr+1(G)={e} be the topological lower

central series, i.e., the group Ci+1(G) is the closure of [C'(G), G] in G (/'= 1,2,...).

If r— 1, G is abelian and the theorem is trivial from the structure of compactly

generated abelian groups. Hence we assume that r> 1. By induction on r, we assert

that G/C'(G) and C'-^/CXG) are compact. As Cr(G) is central in G, Cr(G)=the

closure of [G, Cr~1(G)] is compactly generated. Let M be the maximal compact

subgroup of Cr(G). Passing over to G = G/M, we have that Cr(G) is torsion free.

Let x e Cr~1(G). The map cx: y -> xyx~1y~1, y e G, is a homomorphism from G

into Cr(G). Clearly cx(P(G))<=P(Cr(G)) = {e}. By assumption <7>(G)> is dense in G,

hence cx(G) = {e} and C(G)={e}. Since M is compact, and by induction on r

G/Cr(G) = G = G/M is compact, it follows easily that G is compact.

7. Groups with dense P(G). In this section, we want to prove the following

theorem about semisimple Lie groups.

Theorem 7.1. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group. IfP(G) is dense, then

G is compact.

Proof. Without losing anything, we may assume that G = Ad (G). Let 77 be any

maximal connected abelian subgroup of G containing semisimple elements only.

Let G* and 77* be the Zarski closures of G and 77 in GL (g (g)B C) respectively.

Then 77* is a maximal algebraic torus of G*. Hence the morphism a : G* x 77* -> G*,

a((gy h))=ghg~x, g e G*, h e 77*, is dominant(10); in particular the subset C(G, 77)

= (JgeagHg~1 contains a nonempty open subset of G. Let X be the subset of all

nonregular elements of G. X is a finite union of closed subsets of G of dimension

strictly lower than dim (G). Hence C(G, H)-X has a nonempty open subset of G.

Since P(G) is dense, there is t e P(G) n (C(G, 77)- X). Let t e (gHg'1 - X). Clearly

t is regular, and H=ZG(g~1tg)° is a topological torus. From this, the algebraic

group G* is anisotropic over R. Hence by [2, Corollary 9.4], G, contained in G%,

is compact.

(10) A morphism of irreducible varieties is dominant if its image contains nonempty open

subsets.
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